Previous research explains the evolution of parties' ideological positions in terms of decision rules that stress the uncertainty of the political environment. The authors extend this research by examining whether parties adjust their ideologies in response to two possible influences: shifts in public opinion, and past election results. Their empirical analyses, which are based on the Comparative Manifesto Project's codings of parties' post-war programmes in eight West European nations, suggest that parties respond to shifts in public opinion, but that these effects are only significant in situations where public opinion is clearly shifting away from the party's policy positions. By contrast, no evidence is found here that parties adjust their ideologies in response to past election results. These findings have important implications for parties' election strategies and for models of political representation.
revolve around understanding the factors motivating political elites to change (or maintain) their parties' policy orientations over time. Yet to our knowledge the only systematic comparative effort to explain the dynamics of parties' policy positioning is by Ian Budge. 1 Basing his analysis on the observed dynamics of parties' ideologies in twenty Western democracies, Budge empirically evaluates alternative decision rules that party elites might employ when deciding how to adjust their policies -by shifting to the left or the rightbetween elections. He concludes that different parties employ different decision rules to decide the direction of their inter-election policy shifts, and, furthermore, that there is substantial temporal stability in parties' ideologies. Budge attributes this ideological stability in part to the uncertain political environment that elites confront, one in which they cannot accurately forecast how their ideologies will affect their electoral fortunes.
We extend Budge's approach by exploring how party elites react to two external factors that plausibly influence their policy orientations: shifts in public opinion and past election results. Our study produces three central findings.
First, we conclude that parties shift their ideological orientations in response to shifts in public opinion. This finding is not surprising. However, more surprising is our conclusion that this is not a general tendency. Instead, we find that parties systematically respond to shifts in public opinion only in situations where opinion shifts in a direction that is clearly disadvantageous to the party, i.e. right-wing parties moderate their policies when public opinion shifts to the left, while leftist parties moderate their positions when opinion shifts to the right. We label this finding the Dynamics of Disadvantaged Parties Result.
Secondly, we find no evidence that parties adjust their ideologies in response to past election results. Specifically, parties that shifted to the left (right) in the last election and lost votes (relative to the next-to-last election) showed no systematic tendency to reverse direction and shift back towards the right (left) for the current election; similarly, parties that gained votes in the previous election displayed no systematic tendency to maintain their ideological positions (or shift even further in the same direction) at the time of the current election. Indeed, we find the statistical evidence on this point is sufficiently strong that we can reject the hypothesis that past election results motivate substantively significant shifts in party ideologies.
Our third, related, finding is that our empirical results support one of Budge's most important conclusions: namely, that parties are reluctant to alter their ideologies. This conclusion flows from our findings that parties display no systematic tendency to respond to public opinion except when it clearly shifts away from them, and that they show no significant tendency to adjust their policies in response to past election results.
Our conclusions have important implications for political representation and for spatial models of elections. With respect to representation, our findings bear on the model of 'dynamic representation' as well as the majoritarian model of elections advanced by Powell.
2 Both models identify party responsiveness to public opinion as a key component of the representation process, and in this regard our findings on the dynamics of disadvantaged parties provides reason for optimism. With respect to spatial models of elections, our findings suggest empirical puzzles on parties' election strategies that may prove susceptible to the spatial modelling approach: namely, whether there is a rational choice explanation for our findings on the dynamics of disadvantaged parties, and how a rational choice model of party competition can be reconciled with our finding that parties do not adjust their policies in response to past election results. We will offer some preliminary thoughts about these puzzles, following the presentation of our empirical results.
Finally, we note that while we present wide-ranging evidence in support of our substantive conclusions, we also extensively explore issues of measurement, model specification and causal inference, which complicate our analysis of party ideologies. Indeed, one of our central themes is that the complex inter-relationships between voter ideologies, party ideologies and past election results -coupled with the difficulties involved in measuring these variables -pose serious obstacles to understanding parties' ideological dynamics. For this reason we explore these inter-relationships using alternative measures of the key variables and alternative sets of assumptions about the causal relationships between them. We are encouraged that these alternative approaches all support similar substantive conclusions.
H Y P O T H E S E S A B O U T P A R T Y B E H A V I O U R
Our aim is to evaluate hypotheses about the relationship between political parties' ideological shifts, on the one hand, and trends in public opinion and parties' interpretations of past election results on the other. We note first that our focus on public opinion and past election results by no mean exhausts the list of factors that plausibly influence party ideologies. In particular, theoretical and empirical research suggests that a party's ideological position may be influenced by the voting system used to allocate seats in parliament, 3 by the number of parties 4 and by the policy preferences of party activists. 5 However, as we discuss below, limitations in our dataset -due to the fact that our analysis is restricted to a small set of countries and a limited time period -render unfeasible an analysis of all plausible influences upon party ideologies. In this spirit we proceed.
Our first hypothesis is a general one, on the relationship between public opinion and party ideologies: H1 (The General Dynamic Representation Hypothesis). Political parties systematically shift their ideological positions in response to shifts in public opinion.
H1 is a straightforward application of the logic underlying spatial modelling studies, particularly those that ascribe vote-maximizing or office-maximizing motivations to parties. Although such studies typically analyse the characteristics of political equilibrium in a single election, their theoretical results imply that when voters' policy preferences shift, say, x units to the left (right), parties' equilibrium positions will shift by x policy units in the same direction -i.e. that parties will systematically shift their positions in response to shifts in public opinion. 6 Stimson et al.'s concept of 'dynamic representation' -in which shifts in public opinion may induce political parties to respond in kind -is also relevant here.
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Although the General Dynamic Representation Hypothesis (H1) is a logical starting point for analysing the ideological linkages between parties and the mass public, there are empirical and theoretical reasons to doubt that it holds in practice. Theoretically, spatial modellers have developed results suggesting that it is not necessarily rational for policy-motivated politicians -i.e. politicians who seek office as a means of enacting their preferred policies rather than announcing policies as a means of winning office -to adjust their policy stances in response to shifts in public opinion. 8 Empirically, many scholars conclude that party elites are indeed frequently policy-motivated; 9 in fact, case studies of party organizations conclude that party elites and activists at times prize ideological purity over most competing considerations, so that they are highly resistant to ideological 'compromises' designed to attract votes.
10 Additional challenges to H1 arise from empirical studies which conclude that politicians frequently misperceive public opinion, 11 and that election outcomes do not turn primarily on voters' policy beliefs, but are instead more heavily influenced by factors such as national economic conditions and party leaders' 6 In models of two-party elections, the prediction is that vote-seeking or office-seeking parties will locate at the median voter's position or, for probabilistic voting models with quadratic policy losses, at the voter mean; see James Enelow and Melvin Hinich, The Spatial Theory of Voting (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984). Matters are more complicated in multiparty analyses; however, multiparty spatial models with probabilistic voting find that parties are likely to be drawn towards the mean voter position, while analyses based on deterministic policy voting suggest that parties will still orient themselves relative to the voter distribution, so that shifts in public opinion should motivate shifts in parties' positions. On multiparty probabilistic voting models, see personal images.
12 If politicians cannot accurately gauge public opinion shifts or if they doubt that such shifts have significant electoral consequences, then the General Dynamic Representation Hypothesis is problematic. In passing, we note that the above considerations -that politicians may misperceive public opinion, and that the electoral impact of voters' policy beliefs is unclear -highlight one of Budge's central themes: that politicians make strategic decisions in highly uncertain environments, which complicate their decision-making processes.
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Taken together, the above considerations raise questions about whether party elites will systematically respond to shifts in public opinion. Can we develop more nuanced hypotheses, on particular sets of conditions that motivate party responsiveness in an uncertain environment? One plausible approach is to focus on the direction of public opinion change relative to parties, specifically on whether or not public opinion is clearly shifting away from the party's policy positions. The case in which public opinion change is disadvantageous for the party -as when a leftist party's leaders perceive opinion shifting to the right 14 -plausibly provides the strongest incentives for dynamic representation. In this situation vote-seeking elites will presumably argue that the party should moderate its positions in order to avoid losing votes; meanwhile policy-motivated party elites may be persuaded that policy moderation provides the only chance for winning office, which is necessary in order to enact their modified policies, and also to forestall the election of rival parties from the opposite end of the policy spectrum, who would enact policies highly distasteful to the disadvantaged party's politicians.
By contrast, matters are less clear in situations where public opinion shifts in an advantageous direction relative to the party -as when a left-wing party perceives a leftward shift in public opinion -or when the electoral effects of public opinion change are ambiguous, as may be the case for centrist parties. 15 In the case of advantaged parties, party radicals may argue that the favourable public opinion shift gives the party the electoral leeway to shift its policies further away from the centre. However, vote-seeking and office-seeking party elites may argue that such policy shifts would squander the electoral benefit of the shift in public opinion, leaving the party no better off than it was before. In this argument, office-seeking politicians may be supported by ideologically moderate party elites who are primarily concerned with implementing policy, since these moderates will oppose the radicals' proposals on policy grounds. These considerations suggest an alternative hypothesis on the link between public opinion and party ideologies: H2 (The Dynamics of Disadvantaged Parties Hypothesis). Parties systematically adjust their ideologies in response to public opinion when public opinion clearly shifts away from the party's ideological position. 14 We note that our references to left and right parties locate these parties relative to the voter distribution. 15 With respect to centrist parties, our logic is that because it is difficult for centrist politicians to determine whether their policies are slightly to the right or to the left of the median voter, it is also difficult for these politicians to determine whether moderate shifts in public opinion move the overall voter distribution nearer to or further away from the party's policies.
Note that H1 and H2 are related, in that the Dynamics of Disadvantaged Parties Hypothesis is a component of the General Dynamic Representation Hypothesis, i.e. H2 is a necessary but not sufficient condition for H1.
Our third hypothesis is borrowed directly from Budge, who postulates a decision rule in which parties adjust their ideologies based on the electoral success associated with their policy shift at the time of the previous election. 16 Specifically, in Budge's 'past election' model, political parties consider two pieces of information; the direction (left or right) of their policy shift in the last election (relative to the next-to-last election), and whether their vote rose or fell in the last election. The past election model posits that parties shift in the same ideological direction as the last time if they gained votes in the previous election, and shift in the opposite direction if they lost votes in the last election. Budge justifies this model by arguing that while party elites recognize that it is problematic to extrapolate past election results into the present, they may nonetheless view past results as the only clear electoral 'signal' in a highly uncertain political environment. 17 To this we add an additional, related, justification: that contests for party leadership turn largely on the party's electoral fortunes, so that party leaders tend to retain their posts when the party achieves favourable election results, but frequently resign or are replaced when results are disappointing. Therefore, to the extent that leaders shape the party's ideological direction, parties achieving electoral gains are likely to retain their leaders and hence their ideological direction, while parties that lose votes are likely to experience leadership turnover and consequently reverse their ideological direction. These considerations motivate our third hypothesis:
H3 (The Past Election Results Hypothesis). Parties adjust their ideologies in response to the electoral gains (or losses) associated with the party's ideological shift in the last election.
Budge reports empirical support for H3, in that he finds that the past election model consistently predicts the directions of parties' ideological shifts for about twenty of the roughly seventy parties included in his analysis. 18 In addition, we note that Nagel finds evidence from post-war British elections that the Labour and Conservative parties adjusted their policies in response to past election results.
T E S T I N G H Y P O T H E S E S 1 -3 : M E A S U R E M E N T I S S U E S A N D M O D E L S P E C I F I C A T I O N

Measuring the Dependent and Independent Variables
In order to evaluate Hypotheses 1-3 we require a measure of parties' ideological shifts, preferably one that is comparable across countries so that we have the option of pooling our data. Such information has been made available through the work of the Comparative 18 Specifically, Budge concludes that of the five possible party decision rules he enumerates, the past election model provides the best fit for about twenty of the seventy parties included in his empirical analyses. For these twenty parties, the past election results model correctly predicts the direction of the party's policy shift (left or right) 70 per cent of the time (see Table 3 in Budge, 'A New Theory of Party Competition').
19 Nagel, 'Center-Party Strength and Major-Party Polarization in Britain'.
Manifesto Project (CMP), which has analysed all post-war election programmes for all significant parties in over thirty democracies. Election programmes (such as British party manifestos and US party platforms) plausibly provide reliable observations of parties' policy orientations, since in many polities they provide the only comprehensive, authoritative statements about the party's policy priorities at the time of the election. The fact that the content of such programmes is often the topic of heated debate at party conferences and conventions also testifies to their importance. The coding procedures used to map the parties' policies from their election programmes are described in several of the CMP's publications, and will be only briefly reviewed here.
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The logic underlying the coding rules is that parties take positions by emphasizing the importance of certain policy areas compared to others. The coding procedure involves sorting the sentences -actually quasi-sentences -in the party's election programme into varying categories (for example, welfare, defence, law and order, etc.), and then taking the percentages in each category as a measure of the party's priorities. By comparing the relative policy emphases in the same party's programmes at two successive elections, one can chart the changes in the party's policy priorities. By applying this approach to all the major parties in a polity over a series of elections, one can create a policy 'mapping' of the party system. Comparisons of CMP codings with alternative methods of locating parties (such as expert surveys and mean placements of party supporters) suggest that the CMP codings provide generally reliable estimates -both temporally and comparatively -of party policies. 21 In our analyses we re-scaled the CMP codings of the party programmes, which run from Ϫ 100 to ϩ 100, to the more familiar 1-10 left-right scale that is typically used to locate parties and respondents in survey research. Figure 1 shows how this procedure works when applied to British parties during the post-war period. The parties' positions, as estimated from the CMP's coding system, accord well with historical impressions: at every election Labour's programme is coded as being to the left of the Conservative programme, and these parties converge during the 'Social Democratic Consensus' of the 1950s and 1960s but diverge during the 1970s and 1980s, when the Conservatives under Margaret Thatcher's leadership shifted sharply to the right. The CMP coding also registers Labour's dramatic shift towards the centre under Tony Blair.
For our measure of public opinion, we employ the only available survey instrument that has been administered, in an identical format across time and across countries, in a wide variety of Western democracies: the Eurobarometer surveys of voters' left-right self-placements. 22 The 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 
Notes:
These results represent the mean of all valid respondent self-placements along a 1-10 left-right scale, stratified by country. The Eurobarometer surveys were not administered in Greece and Spain until 1981 and 1986, respectively. right), the same range as the re-scaled party placements we derived from the CMP codings. We take the mean self-placements of the survey respondents from a given country in a given year as our measure of voter ideology. Analyses reported by Huber suggest that, with the exceptions of the data from Belgium, Germany and Ireland, Eurobarometer respondents' left-right self-placements can be meaningfully compared cross-nationally, and that they capture respondents' underlying beliefs about specific policy dimensions. 23 Accordingly, we base our empirical analyses on the set of all countries for which Eurobarometer data is available over at least a ten-year period between 1976 (the first year of the Eurobarometer surveys) and 1998 (the last year for which CMP data is available) except for Belgium, Germany and Ireland.
24 Table 1 reports the Eurobarometer respondents' mean left-right self-placements for the eight countries included in our analysis -France, Britain, the Netherlands, Italy, Luxembourg, Denmark, Greece and Spain -from 1976 to 1998. 24 Although we omit these three countries due to concerns about cross-national comparability, statistical analyses that included data from these countries support substantive conclusions that are identical to the ones we report below.
Model Specification
We take as our dependent variable the change in the party's left-right position in the current election -which we label election t -compared with the party's position at the last election, labelled election t Ϫ 1. Our initial specification allows us to evaluate Hypotheses 1-3 above, on the effects of public opinion and past election results on party ideologies: Direction and magnitude of Direction and magnitude of harmful public opinion shifts benign public opinion shifts
(1) ͉ Electoral success of the party's ideological shift at the last election where:
ϭ the change in party J's left-right position in election t compared with its position at election t Ϫ 1. Similarly, P J (t Ϫ 1) represents the change in J's position in election t Ϫ 1 compared to election t Ϫ 2.
V(t)
ϭ the change in the mean Eurobarometer respondent's left-right self-placement at the time of election t compared with the mean respondent placement at the time of election t Ϫ 1.
DISAD J (t) ϭ 1 if the party clearly is disadvantaged by the shift in public opinion between election t Ϫ 1 and election t. ϭ 0 otherwise.
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VS J (t Ϫ 1) ϭ the change in Party J's vote share in the previous election t Ϫ 1, compared with J's vote share in election t Ϫ 2.
The linkage between this specification and Hypotheses 1-3 requires elaboration. We note first that the expressions [ V(t) ϫ DISAD J (t)] and [ V(t) ϫ (1 Ϫ DISAD J (t))] in Equation 1 are central to our evaluations of Hypotheses 1-2, on the linkages between public opinion and party ideologies. [ V(t) ϫ DISAD J (t)] represents the direction and magnitude of the shift in the mean voter ideology between election t and election t Ϫ 1, V(t), multiplied by a dummy variable DISAD J (t) that equals 1 if public opinion has clearly shifted away from the party's position and 0 otherwise. Thus [ V(t) ϫ DISAD J (t)] takes on a value that represents the magnitude and the direction of the public opinion shift if the party is clearly disadvantaged by this shift, and 0 otherwise. We label this expression the harmful public opinion shift variable. Similarly, the expression [ V(t) ϫ (1 -DISAD J (t))] represents the direction and magnitude of the shift in the mean voter ideology, applied to parties that are not clearly disadvantaged by this shift. We label this expression the benign public opinion shift variable. The Appendix to this article presents the list of political parties included in our analysis, as well as our codings classifying each party as a left-wing, right-wing or centrist party, which we used to determine whether the party was clearly 25 If public opinion has shifted to the right since the last election, DISADJ equals 1 for left-wing parties and 0 for all other parties. Similarly, if public opinion has shifted to the left since the last election, DISADJ equals 1 for right-wing parties and 0 for all other parties. Our codings of the party designations as left-wing or right-wing parties -which we discuss below -are presented in the notes to the Appendix. disadvantaged by the public opinion shift. This coding is based on the 'party family' classification provided by the CMP. 26 To the extent that the estimated coefficients b 2 and b 3 associated with the harmful and the benign public opinion shift variables in Equation 1 are both statistically significant, this will support the General Dynamic Representation Hypothesis (H1), that parties display a general tendency to shift their ideological positions in response to shifts in public opinion. However, to the extent that the estimated coefficient b 2 associated with harmful opinion shifts is statistically significant while the estimated coefficient b 3 for benign public opinion shifts is not statistically significant and is near zero, this will not support H1 but it will support the Dynamics of Disadvantaged Parties Hypothesis (H2), that parties respond to public opinion when opinion is clearly shifting away from them.
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The expression [ P J (t Ϫ 1) ϫ VS J (t Ϫ
To the extent that the estimated coefficient for past election results is positive this will indicate that, ceteris paribus, parties which gained votes in the previous election tended to shift their ideologies in the same direction as the last time, while parties that lost votes at the last election tended to shift their ideologies in the opposite direction from the last time. Such a result would support the Past Election Results Hypothesis (H3), that parties adjust their ideologies in the current election in response to the electoral gains (or losses) associated with their ideological shift in the last election. 28 
An Unavoidable Complication: Incorporating Lagged Party Shifts as Independent Variables
In order to evaluate Hypotheses 1-3 empirically, we must first confront a complicating factor relating to the relationship between our dependent variable, the party's ideological shift in the current election, and the party's ideological shifts in previous elections. The complication is that there are several reasons to expect that parties' ideological shifts in the current election, as measured by the codings of the CMP, will be in the opposite direction from their measured shifts in previous elections. Budge, who contends that party 26 Specifically, parties that the CMP classified as members of the Communist, Social Democratic and Green party families were classified as left-wing parties in our analyses, while parties the CMP classified as belonging to the Conservative, Christian and Nationalist families were classified as right-wing parties. We classified parties belonging to the CMP's Liberal and Agrarian family classifications as centrist parties. We relied on the CMP classification scheme because this provided independent criteria for assigning ideological designations to political parties, so that our theoretical expectations would not contaminate our party classifications. We note that we performed additional analyses, based upon our subjective codings of the parties' left-right statuses, which supported substantive conclusions that were identical to the ones we report below. 27 A possible objection to this line of reasoning is that the finding of statistically significant associations between shifts in public opinion and shifts in party ideologies need not necessarily indicate that parties respond to public opinion, but may be due to two alternative processes: one in which public opinion responds to shifts in party ideologies, and another in which parties and the public both respond to some third variable that we do not account for in our model (we thank Jesse Russell for pointing out this latter possibility). This objection is valid. However we shall argue below that these alternative processes cannot account for the statistical patterns that we uncover in our empirical analyses. 28 We also estimated the parameters of an alternative specification for which the past election results variable was defined as the change in the party's vote share at election t Ϫ 1, multiplied by a dummy variable which equalled 1 if the party had shifted to the left at election t Ϫ 1, and 0 if the party had shifted to the right at election t Ϫ 1. These analyses supported substantive conclusions that were identical to the ones we report below. leaders may alternate the direction of their party's policy shifts as a deliberate strategy, advances the first reason. 29 Budge supports his 'alternation model' by arguing that there are in-built party dynamics that reward policy alternation, including the need to satisfy both hard-core supporters and moderate voters, and the necessity to respond to changing external conditions. A second argument, advanced by Adams, is that voters' nonpolicy-related attachments (such as party identification) have the effect of 'pushing' parties away when they approach too closely to a rival party's position. 30 Adams presents illustrative arguments and simulations on election survey data suggesting that this dynamic can motivate 'see-saw' patterns in parties' policy shifts over time, that resemble the behaviour predicted by Budge's alternation model. Thirdly, Burt points out that a pattern of policy alternation can be generated by a model in which, at each election, each party's ideology is randomly generated from a probability distribution centred on some central ideological tendency that is specific to that party. 31 Burt's model plausibly captures the dynamics of intra-party competition in situations where, at each successive election, activists representing opposing ideological views within the party compete to determine the party's ideological orientation. Finally, we note that even if parties' 'true' ideological positions do not vary over time, to the extent that the CMP's estimates of these ideologies contain some measurement error, such errors can generate patterns similar to those produced by Burt's model. 32 The above considerations motivated us to incorporate two additional independent variables into our empirical specification: P J (t Ϫ 1), which represents the party's ideological shift at election t Ϫ 1 compared with election t Ϫ 2, and P J (t Ϫ 2) which represents the party's ideological shift at election t Ϫ 2 compared with election t Ϫ 3. We label these variables party's ideological shift (t Ϫ 1), and party's ideological shift (t Ϫ 2), respectively. In our subsequent analyses we will not ascribe substantive interpretations to the estimated coefficients associated with these variables because -as discussed aboveseveral alternative processes can generate identical statistical patterns (but see footnote 36 below). Nevertheless, to the extent that any of these processes -Budge's and Adams's alternation models, Burt's random ideologies model and measurement error -account for parties' observed policy dynamics, failure to control for parties' past ideological shifts may produce biased estimates of the effects associated with the independent variables of interest, and should also inflate the standard errors associated with these estimates. Specifically, Burt argues that his 'random ideology model' will generate patterns in which parties alternate the direction of their ideological shifts two-thirds of the time. To see this, note that if one randomly selects three successive party ideologies from the same random probability distribution, and one labels these ideologies as the right-most ideology R, the left-most ideology L, and the centre ideology C, four of the six possible orderings of these ideological positions produce a pattern of policy alternation: LRC, CLR, CRL, RLC. Only two orderings (LCR and RCL) produce a pattern in which the parties shift in the same direction in two successive elections. 32 To see this, consider the situation in which a party's actual ideology does not vary over time, and in which its observed ideology, as coded by the CMP, is randomly selected from a distribution centred on its true ideology but with a standard deviation that represents measurement error. Provided that the measurement errors are uncorrelated across elections, this model is observationally equivalent to Burt's 'random ideologies' model. 33 As a check on this hypothesis, we estimated the parameters of a specification identical to that given in Equation 1 above, except that it omitted parties' past ideological shifts. The parameter estimates for the independent variables were similar to those we estimated for a fully-specified model (given by Equation 2 below) that incorporates parties' past ideological shifts, but as expected the standard errors associated with the parameter estimates were substantially higher for Equation 1 than they were for Equation 2. Using the variable names described above and incorporating parties' previous ideological shifts into the model, our revised specification becomes:
E V A L U A T I N G H Y P O T H E S E S O N P A R T Y I D E O L O G I E S : E M P I R I C A L R E S U L T S
To test our hypotheses we created a pooled dataset that incorporated data from all eight West European democracies listed in Table 1 . The time period covered in our analysis was 1976 (the first year the Eurobarometer surveys were administered) to 1998 (the last year for which CMP codings of the parties' left-right positions was available). The resulting pooled dataset included 167 ideological shifts by parties and voters (the complete set of parties included in the analysis is reported in the Appendix). We emphasize that our analyses on this pooled data are only valid to the extent that the CMP estimates of parties' left-right positions, and Eurobarometer respondents' left-right self-placements, are comparable cross-nationally, and furthermore, that the same causal processes operate within each country. While prior studies suggest that such a pooled approach is valid, 34 here we report the results for several alternative specifications, in order to ensure that our substantive conclusions are robust.
Empirical Test of Hypotheses
In Table 2 the 'Basic' column reports our parameter estimates for the specification given in Equation 2 -which we label the basic specification -estimated using the pooled dataset. Recall that for these analyses both the parties' left-right positions and the Eurobarometer respondents' positions are located along identical 1-10 scales, so that -to the extent that the CMP party codings and the Eurobarometer respondent codings are comparable -a one unit shift in the mean respondent self-placement in a given country should have a substantively similar meaning to a one unit shift in a party's left-right position.
Note first that we find a statistically significant tendency for parties to respond when public opinion shifts away from them, i.e. the harmful public opinion shift coefficient is significant at the 0.01 level. Furthermore, the magnitude of this coefficient suggests that this effect is substantively significant: the estimated value, 0.80, suggests that when public opinion shifts by one unit along the 1-10 left-right scale, then, ceteris paribus, disadvantaged parties could be expected to shift about 0.80 policy units along this scale, in the same direction as public opinion -i.e. public opinion shifts are associated with ideological shifts of a similar magnitude by disadvantaged parties. This supports H2, the Dynamics of Disadvantaged Parties Hypothesis.
By contrast, the benign public opinion shift coefficient estimate is 0.19, which is near zero and does not reach statistical significance, indicating that parties did not display statistically significant tendencies to shift their ideologies in situations where public opinion was not clearly shifting away from them. This coefficient estimate does not allow us to accept the General Dynamic Representation Hypothesis (H1) -that parties show a general tendency to respond to shifts in public opinion -in preference to the null hypothesis, that there is no general tendency for parties to respond to public opinion.
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The coefficient estimates for harmful and benign public opinion shifts are important for another reason: namely, they suggest that the statistical association we observe between harmful public opinion shifts and shifts by disadvantaged parties reflects a causal process in which the parties respond to public opinion, rather than one in which public opinion responds to the parties, or where both parties and the public respond independently to some outside influence that is not accounted for in our specification (see footnote 27). To see this, note first that to the extent that citizens adjust their ideologies in response to parties' ideological shifts, this should inflate the estimates for both the harmful public opinion shift coefficient and for the benign public opinion shift coefficient. Yet the benign public opinion shift coefficient estimate is near zero and is not statistically significant, while the harmful public opinion shift coefficient is near 1.0 and is statistically significant at the 0.01 35 The difference between the estimated values for the harmful public opinion shift coefficient and the benign public opinion shift coefficient is statistically significant at the 0.05 level.
level. These estimates are not consistent with a causal process in which public opinion systematically responds to shifts in party ideologies. Similarly, the alternative hypothesis that parties and public opinion each respond independently to some outside influence cannot account for the finding that only disadvantaged parties show statistically significant tendencies to shift in the same direction as public opinion. For these reasons, we conclude that our statistical analyses support the Dynamics of Disadvantaged Parties Hypothesis.
The coefficient estimate for the past election results variable has the expected sign, but it is near zero and is not statistically significant. Furthermore, a comparison of the coefficient estimate and its standard error strongly suggests that past election results do not have a substantively significant effect on party elites' ideological strategies in the current election. The upper bound on the 95 per cent confidence interval for the past election result coefficient is 0.03, a value that implies that, ceteris paribus, a party that had shifted its ideology one unit to the left (right) in the previous election and saw its national vote drop by 5 percentage points -an outcome that most party leaders would view as highly unfavourable -would only shift about 0.15 units in the opposite direction in the current election, along the 1-10 left-right scale. Thus even if the true value of the past election results coefficient is at the upper bound of its 95 per cent confidence interval, the impact of past election results upon party leaders' strategies appears substantively insignificant. We conclude that the Past Election Results Hypothesis (H3) is not supported and, furthermore, that the statistical evidence is sufficiently strong to reject the hypothesis that past election results exert a substantively significant influence on party ideologies.
Finally, note that we find significant tendencies for party ideologies, as coded by the CMP, to shift in the opposite direction to their ideological shifts in earlier elections, i.e. the estimated coefficients for the party's ideological shift (t Ϫ 1) variable and the party's ideological shift (t Ϫ 2) variable are both negative and statistically significant. We do not ascribe a substantive interpretation to this finding, for reasons discussed above.
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Additional Empirical Tests
Country-specific effects. The three right-hand columns of Table 2 report parameter estimates for several additional pooled analyses, which we estimated in order to assure ourselves that our substantive conclusions were robust to alternative model specifications and to an alternative measure of our independent variable. 37 The first of these reports results 36 An anonymous referee argues that a comparison of the estimated coefficients for the party's ideological shift (t Ϫ 1) variable ( Ϫ 0.49) and the party's ideological shift (t Ϫ 2) variable ( Ϫ 0.20) does not support Burt's random ideologies model or the measurement error hypothesis, since both models imply that political parties' two previous policy shifts should have similar relationships to their policy shifts in the current election. (The difference between the coefficient estimates for these two variables is statistically significant at the 0.05 level.) This finding, which lends support to the alternation models of Budge and Adams in preference to Burt's random ideologies model, is one that we plan to explore in future research. Here we forgo advancing a firm conclusion on this point, because we believe the resolution of this important puzzle requires a more searching evaluation of the statistical assumptions underlying our analysis. 37 In addition to the results reported in Table 2 , we estimated the parameters for several additional pooled data specifications, including specifications that controlled for changes in the national unemployment and inflation rates, specifications that controlled for differences in the variance of the CMP data across countries, re-estimates of the basic model on a country-by-country basis and omitting one country at a time, and a logit specification in which parties' ideological shifts between elections were coded as dichotomous variables which reflected whether the parties had shifted to the left or the right. All of these analyses supported substantive conclusions that are identical to the ones we report below. The tables for these alternative analyses are available from the authors upon request.
for a specification that was identical to the basic specification except that it included country-specific intercepts. Estimating these intercepts permits us to explore the possibility that country-specific variables that were omitted from the basic specification influenced parties' ideological shifts, an omission that could potentially bias the parameter estimates for the variables of interest. 38 The results show that all of the estimated country-specific intercepts were statistically insignificant (see the appropriate footnote to Table 2 ). More important for our purposes, the parameter estimates for the benign public opinion shift variable, the harmful public opinion shift variable, and the past election results variable show identical patterns to those reported above: namely these parameter estimates support the Dynamics of Disadvantaged Parties Hypothesis, but do not support the General Dynamic Representation Hypothesis or the Past Election Results Hypotheses. Table 2 reports results for a regression analysis in which our measure of the parties' left-right positions is based on estimates reported by Gabel and Huber. 39 Specifically, Gabel and Huber have developed an approach for using party manifestos to estimate party left-right positions (labelled the 'vanilla method'), which they argue is preferable to the CMP's left-right coding scheme. In order to ensure that our substantive conclusions were not an artefact of the CMP method for coding the parties' positions, we re-estimated the coefficients for the basic specification given in Equation 2, this time using the Gabel-Huber estimates of the parties' ideological shifts. 40 The estimated coefficients support substantive conclusions that are identical to the ones we reached based on the CMP's codings of party manifestos.
Alternative measures of party positions. The next column in
Accounting for dispersion in the voter distribution. One possible objection to our analysis of dynamic representation is that, to this point, we have focused exclusively on shifts in the mean voter left-right position, while ignoring changes in the degree of dispersion of respondents' left-right self-placements around the mean.
41 Figure 2 , which plots the distribution of Italian respondents' left-right placements in 1992 and 1994 (both of which were election years), illustrates this point. Note that the mean respondent self-placement shifts to the right between 1992 and 1994 (the mean self-placements are 4.85 in 1992 and 5.40 in 1994), but that the distribution of these self-placements is also significantly more dispersed in 1994 than in 1992 (the standard deviation of the self-placements is 2.35 in 1994 but only 2.06 in 1992). Intuitively, it seems plausible that the increased voter dispersion in 1994 might motivate Italian political parties at both ends of the ideological 38 Another possibility is that we should treat our data as panel data, with thirty-seven parties observed over an average of 4.5 time periods. In this case we would be concerned with possible bias due to party-specific effects omitted from the model. Rather than estimate thirty-six party-specific intercepts (with the resulting loss of degrees of freedom), we estimated a fixed effects model, which transforms each variable into a deviation from its party-specific mean. A fixed effects model will yield the same coefficients on the variables of interest as there would have been had we included unit-specific intercepts (see Cheng Hsiao, Analysis of Panel Data, 2nd edn, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003)). This fixed effects model supports our substantive conclusions. Further, an F test reveals that there is no significant difference between the fixed effects model and the pooled model we estimate in the first column (F36,125 ϭ 0.48, p ϭ 0.99), indicating that party-specific effects are not biasing our results. 39 Gabel and Huber, 'Putting Parties in their Place.' 40 We thank Matt Gabel and John Huber for making this data available to us. Because the Gabel-Huber codings stop in 1992, the number of cases in this analysis (n ϭ 109) is smaller than the number of cases in the regression analyses based upon the CMP codings (n ϭ 167). 41 We thank Paul Warwick and Nolan McCarthy for drawing our attention to this point.
Fig. 2. Italian respondents' left-right distributions, 1992 and 1994
Sources: 1992 and 1994 Eurobarometer surveys.
spectrum -i.e. parties of the left and right -to disperse their own positions along the left-right dimension; the effect of this would be that leftist parties would have incentives to shift further to the left, away from the mean voter position, while right-wing parties would have additional incentives to shift rightward, further away from the voter mean. This intuition is supported by spatial modelling studies on multiparty elections by Cox and Merrill and Adams, which conclude that the more dispersed the voter distribution the stronger the 'centrifugal incentives' which push vote-seeking parties away from the mean or median voter position.
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To explore the above hypothesis, we estimated the parameters for a specification that 42 Cox, 'Centripetal and Centrifugal Incentives in Electoral Systems'; Merrill and Adams, 'Centripetal Incentives in Multicandidate Elections.' was identical to the basic specification given in Equation 2 except that we included a voter dispersion effects variable, which was intended to capture party positioning incentives relating to changes in the dispersion of the voter distribution. This variable was defined as the change in the standard deviation of the voter distribution at election t compared with election t Ϫ 1 -which we denote [ s.d.(t)] -multiplied by the difference between two dummy variables: the variable RPARTY which equalled 1 if the party was a right-wing party and 0 otherwise, and the variable LPARTY which equalled 1 if the party was a left-wing party and 0 otherwise 43 :
The final column in Table 2 reports the parameter estimates for the specification that includes the voter dispersion effects variable. The coefficient estimate associated with voter dispersion effects is positive and statistically significant, indicating that -as expected -increases in voter dispersion tend to be associated with more dispersed party configurations, with left-wing and right-wing parties shifting further away from the centre of the voter distribution. However, inclusion of this variable does not alter our substantive conclusions with respect to hypotheses H1-H3: the estimated coefficients associated with benign public opinion shifts, harmful opinion shifts and past election results are virtually identical to the estimates for the basic specification reported in the first column.
Overall, our empirical tests consistently support the Dynamics of Disadvantaged Parties Hypothesis (H2), that parties respond to public opinion when opinion shifts in a direction that is clearly disadvantageous to the party. However, our results do not consistently support the General Dynamic Representation Hypothesis (H1), that there is a general tendency for all types of parties to respond to shifts in public opinion. Furthermore, our results do not support the Past Election Results Hypothesis (H3), that parties adjust their ideologies in the current election in response to the electoral gains/losses associated with the party's shift in the last election; indeed on this point the statistical evidence is sufficiently strong that we can reject the proposition that past election results exert a substantively significant influence on parties' policies in the current election.
F U R T H E R R E F L E C T I O N S O N T H E D Y N A M I C S O F D I S A D V A N T A G E D P A R T I E S
From an empirical standpoint, our results on the dynamics of disadvantaged parties are relevant to the literature on dynamic representation, which emphasizes the linkages between party positions and public opinion. 44 Our findings suggest that European political parties respond to public opinion in some situations but not in others: namely, we find strong evidence that parties adjust their policies when public opinion clearly shifts away from the party's positions, but that otherwise parties do not systematically respond to shifts in public opinion. This suggests that in the context of European politics, the dynamic representation paradigm should be modified to consider not only whether political parties respond to public opinion, but also in which situations political parties can be expected to respond dynamically to public opinion shifts.
From a measurement standpoint, our finding on the dynamics of disadvantaged parties suggests that the CMP's codings of party programmes reliably capture shifts in parties' positions along the ideological spectrum. For if the CMP's codings do not capture these dynamics, it is difficult to explain why we find a strong, statistically significant association between shifts in the parties' positions -as coded by the CMP -and shifts in voters' positions, in situations where public opinion shifts away from the party. We believe this conclusion on the temporal validity of the CMP codings is important, in that it supplements previous analyses of the CMP's coding procedures which have been primarily concerned with the cross-sectional validity of these codings. 45 We note that up to this point we have presented evidence on how European parties adjust their ideologies in response to public opinion and to past election results, but we have not proposed to explain in detail why parties behave in this way. Here, we draw connections to two studies on how uncertainty and risk affect decision making. These may illuminate our findings on the dynamics of disadvantaged parties.
The first approach, associated with the work of Kahneman and Tversky, revolves around the experimental finding that individuals' tastes for risk increase with the losses (and decrease with gains) they experience relative to some psychologically-constructed baseline -the so-called 'risky-shift' effect. 46 This phenomenon suggests a possible explanation for our findings on the dynamics of disadvantaged parties. To see this, note that since parties typically lose votes when public opinion shifts away from them and gain votes when opinion shifts in their direction, 47 the risky shift effect implies that the leaders of disadvantaged parties will be more willing to adopt electorally-risky strategies than will the leaders of advantaged parties. Given that extensive empirical and theoretical work suggests that parties face considerable electoral uncertainty when they shift their policy positions, 48 this dynamic may explain the tendency for the leaders of disadvantaged parties to alter their policies sharply in response to shifts in public opinion, while the leaders of advantaged parties adopt a safety-first, 'stay-put' strategy.
The second approach, presented in an innovative paper by Smirnov and Fowler, addresses the effects of electoral uncertainty in situations where party leaders are policy-seeking, i.e. where politicians seek office as a means of implementing their proposed policies rather than proposing policies in pursuit of office. 49 Using a spatial modelling approach, the authors demonstrate that a set-up in which party leaders' uncertainty over the distribution of voters' policy preferences decreases over time -as has plausibly occurred in post-war democracies due to advances in public opinion polling techniques -implies the dynamics of disadvantaged parties result. Roughly speaking, the logic underlying the Smirnov-Fowler result is that, while public opinion shifts motivate both advantaged and disadvantaged parties to shift in the same policy direction as the public, party leaders' greater certainty over the voter distribution exerts a centripetal effect, drawing parties of all ideological tendencies towards the centre of this distribution. For disadvantaged parties, both effects push party leaders to shift their policies in the same direction as the public; for advantaged parties, these two effects exert countervailing tendencies, so that the net effect of these strategic considerations is less pronounced. 50 Together, the Kahnemann-Tversky and the Smirnov-Fowler results suggest that a focus on how uncertainty and risk affect party elites' decision making is a promising avenue for future research. In particular, these studies demonstrate how approaches borrowed from psychology and from formal theory can be used to explain the results of our statistical analyses of parties' policy trajectories.
C O N C L U S I O N A N D D I S C U S S I O N
We have reported empirical analyses of data from eight West European democracies on the linkages between parties' left-right ideologies, on the one hand, and public opinion and past election results on the other. Basing our results on the CMP codings of party ideologies and the Eurobarometer surveys of citizens' left-right self-placements, we find results that consistently support the Dynamics of Disadvantaged Parties Hypothesis, that political parties shift their ideological positions in response to public opinion when opinion clearly shifts away from the party. This conclusion is robust to a variety of aggregate-level analyses, including specifications that incorporate country-specific effects, voter dispersion effects and an analysis based on an alternative measure of party ideologies (the Gabel-Huber 'vanilla method').
By contrast, our analyses do not provide consistent support for the General Dynamic Representation Hypothesis, nor for the Past Election Results Hypothesis, that parties adjust their ideologies in response to the electoral outcomes associated with their ideological shifts in the last election. Indeed, the data on past election results is such that we can reject, at conventional levels of statistical significance, the proposition that past election results exert substantively significant effects on parties' ideologies.
Our findings raise several questions that we hope to address in future research. First, as we have emphasized above, our empirical focus on public opinion and past election results by no means exhausts the list of variables that plausibly influence party ideologies. There are several additional factors -including electoral laws, economic conditions and . 50 We note that the Smirnov-Fowler argument is couched in terms of two-party elections. However, it seems plausible that a similar dynamic obtains in multiparty elections, especially those which feature competition between two proto-coalitions which are identifiable to voters in advance of the election, as is the case in many West European democracies. the nature of the party system -that may directly influence party ideologies, or that might mediate the impact of public opinion and past election results on party ideologies. 51 While our statistical analyses have permitted us some limited insights into the impact of these factors, this is an area that requires further research. Secondly, it would be interesting to explore whether our conclusions -which rest on analyses of data from Britain, France, Italy, Luxembourg, Spain, Greece, the Netherlands and Denmark over the period 1976-98 -generalize to different party systems and time periods. In this regard, it seems plausible that the constraints on government policies entailed by membership in the European Union may alter the inter-relationships between party ideologies, public opinion and past election results in member countries. However, we will require years of additional data before we can evaluate this hypothesis.
Finally, we emphasize that while we have presented evidence on how European parties adjust their ideologies in response to public opinion and to past election results, we have not proposed to explain in detail why parties behave in this way. In the previous section we summarized results from the literatures on psychology and formal political theory, suggesting that the key to understanding party dynamics may lie in party leaders' informational environments and/or the perceived risks associated with changing policy direction. Alternatively, a satisfactory explanation for our findings may require 'thick' descriptions of party organizations that invoke the social and cultural contexts in which elites make their decisions. If any of these conjectures are correct, it suggests that the ultimate explanation for our findings lies outside the scope of the kinds of statistical analyses that we report here.
The above considerations notwithstanding, we believe that our empirical findings represent an important step in the search to understand the linkages between public opinion, past election results and party ideologies, for the first step in understanding why parties behave as they do is to perceive accurately how parties actually behave. Our finding of systematic evidence in support of the Dynamics of Disadvantaged Parties Hypothesisand our finding that there is no systematic evidence to support the General Dynamic Representation Hypothesis and the Past Election Results Hypothesis -is no guarantee that we will eventually be able to explain these features of party behaviour. However, a failure to recognize parties' behavioural patterns would be a guarantee that we cannot explain them. Understanding how parties behave is not the end of the process, but it is the best beginning. 51 In addition, several readers have suggested that we investigate the hypothesis that parties respond to the ideological shifts of rival parties. While this hypothesis strikes us as promising -especially given that this assumption underlies virtually all spatial models of party competition -it is difficult to evaluate empirically given the limitations of our data. Specifically, to the extent that parties' ideologies are influenced by exogenous factors such as public opinion and past election results, and by the endogenous factor of rival parties' ideologies, we are forced to estimate a recursive model which can only be identified provided that we make strong assumptions that are difficult to justify empirically.
